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1. Our vision and mission

Mision
Spread knogñedge about hydric resources and environment; coordinate and
realise different events like workshops, championships, social media diffusion
and courses.

Vision
Be a recognized academic association due to its successful projects,
investigation papers and events realised with professionals of the
environmental and hydric resources area.

2. Main goals and key objectives in 2022

The main objective of GEMRA in 2022 was to continue with online events

and start to participate in some face-to-face activities after COVID

pandemic. Contact with different professionals to coordinate events to

inform and teach about actual environmental topics and work with

related organisations in face-to-face activities. Also, we planned to

expand our participation in social media.

3. Activities in 2022



“Congreso GEMRA SUMMIT 2022”

Date/s

15 to 19 November 2022

Venue

Online - Zoom

Objectives

Instruct the population about

different important environmental

topics and make a connection

between society and corporations

and associations that work around

these topics.

Description

The congress consists of 5 days where

different invited speakers from different

organisations talk about a topic related

to care of the environment and

hydrological resources. In this congress

we address 5 important topics:

sustainability in engineering,

environmental rights and climate change,

corporate social responsibility and

mining, hydric resources and

environmental ventures. We had two

invited speakers for each day and this

event was open for all the public

interested in these topics.



Title

“Present and future of sustainable

development”

Date

30 september 2022

Venue

Online - Zoom

Objectives

Give the population a different

perspective about the influence of our

actions on our environment's future

and show information about new

technologies and techniques for

sustainable development.

Description

“Biggest beach cleanup day of the

year”

Date:

17 september 2022

Venue

Miraflores beach

Objective

Participate in the biggest beach

cleanup of 2022, help to extract

contaminant solid residues from the

beaches and incentivize the

population to take action in the

environment’s care.

Description



We participated in the biggest beach

cleanup, we collected around 21 kg of

solid residues in Miraflores beach,

working with Miraflores’s municipality,

other organisations and population in

general.

“Recycling for all”

Date:

03 august 2022

Venue:

Pasaje Teniente Palva, Cercado de

Lima

Objectives:

Incentivize children to reflect and take

actions in environmental caring.

Teach ways of recycling residues like

plastic bottles or paper.

Description:

We taught different children and their

parents about the importance of

recycling as a way to help and care

for our environment. We had

theoretical and practical experiences.



“Climate change, now or never”

Date

25 june 2022

Venue

Online - Zoom

Objectives

Talk about the necessity of take

prompt actions against climate

change and evaluating different

technologies.

Description

We had the collaboration of two

specialists that talked about the

consequences of climate change on

our country and the actions that we

are taking, new technologies and

strategies to fight climate change.

Talk with environmental defenders

about Amazon’s situation

Date

22 april 2022

Venue

Online - Zoom

Objective

Talk about the situation of the

Amazon and reflect about it’s caring

Description

We had the participation of Marisol

García, Kichwa leader who took

action against illegal felling in the San

Martín region. She talked about the

fragile situation of the amazon,



mainly threats to the environment and

made a reflection about it.

“Oil spill and Escazú agreement”

Date

21 april 2022

Venue

Online - Zoom

Objective

Show how an oils spill affects the

environment and check Escazú

agreement

Description

After the oil spill that took place in

Ventanilla, Lima on 15 january 2022 ;

Joseph Rosas and Milagros Alvarado

gave a conversatory where they

showed the situation of Ventanilla´s

ecosystem and checked Escazú

agreement.



4. Partnerships and collaborations

4.1. Partnerships

Desplastifica

Basura que no es basura

Desplastifica
Basura que no es basura

“Biggest beach cleanup day of the

year”

Municipalidad de Lima “Recycling for all”

4.2. Collaboration with other YPNs

[Please include other YPNs name and a brief description of the collaboration]

5. Communication channels

Website: http://blog.pucp.edu.pe/blog/gemrapucp/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/gemrapucp

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/gemra_pucp/

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/gemra-pucp/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/gemra_pucp

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/@GEMRAPUCP

Spotify:

https://open.spotify.com/show/6FaEcAxdlcmeEYdFftQd87?si=c479823e0bbe4

755
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